
Background on the Hydrocarbon Toxicity Project RFP Process 
 
Knowing there were several possible avenues that might yield 
valuable information and fill gaps in existing data, the Scientific 
Advisory Committee (SAC) wrote the Hydrocarbon Toxicity Request 
for Proposals to be intentionally broad.  It produced two excellent 
proposals in response.  The work already started is being done by a 
Canadian consortium, with Dr. Ken Lee as the lead. The proposed 
work which was temporarily deferred at the May 2009 Board meeting 
is a collaboration between NOAA Fisheries  Montlake Lab (Seattle) 
and Auke Bay Lab (Juneau), with Dr. Jeep Rice as the lead.  
  
Both proposals were judged to be excellent, well-written, supported 
by a broad group of well-known scientists who have done work for 
us before, linked to an ongoing research programs, and to nicely 
provide for leveraging of government funds (staff time).  It was 
immediately obvious to everyone on the Proposal Review Team 
(Horel, French, Green, Kennish & Banta) that the two proposals were 
complementary and that an important approach would be omitted if 
only one were funded.   
  
The Canadian approach was broad, based on traditional toxicological 
methods (looking at the chemical and physical aspects of toxic 
effects), and staged (first work in the lab, then using the 
COOGER/USEPA wave tank in Halifax).  
  
The NOAA Fisheries proposal is more narrowly focused, using a 
cutting edge biological (enzyme genetics) approach, and two 
physiological responses (swimming & cardiac edema).  It is designed 
to show measurable change immediately at very low-level chronic 
exposures.   
  
All members of the Project Review Team ranked the proposals 
similarly, i.e. very high, with the Canadian proposal having a slight 
edge.  So, given limited available funds initially, the team 
recommended that the Canadian proposal be funded first.  But, all 
agreed that it was really a tie and that both proposals had high 



potential to provide valuable insight into the effects of petroleum 
hydrocarbons in the environment.  They agreed that the proposals 
were both different and complementary in approach and to strongly 
recommend funding for both of them as soon as possible.  SAC 
agreed and fully supports the team’s recommendations.   


